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ABSTRACT
Recent large language models (LLMs) offer the potential to sup-
port public health interventions by monitoring populations at scale
through open-ended conversations. When leveraging LLMs in com-
plex health contexts, it is crucial to evaluate and audit the LLM-
infused system by incorporating the perspectives of multiple stake-
holders, such as developers, public health officials, community
health workers, and care recipients. However, we have a limited
understanding of how different stakeholders perceive LLM-driven
chatbots in collaborative health work and care. Reflecting on our
two studies on CareCall—an LLM-driven voice chatbot that aims
to support socially isolated individuals via check-up phone calls,
we provide insights into how researchers can better account for
different stakeholders’ needs in the design and deployment of LLM-
driven chatbots in public health contexts.

1 INTRODUCTION
Chatbots have been proposed as effective tools for scaling abilities to
provide informational and emotional support around health [15, 30],
thereby facilitating population-level health interventions. Recent
large language models (LLMs) brought breakthroughs in chatbots,
especially in performing free-form conversations in open-ended
topics (e.g., MindfulDiary [12], Chacha [23]). Such systems can be
beneficial for public health interventions in providing empathetic
interactions for populations going through difficult health experi-
ences [18] while offloading the burden of public health authorities
in monitoring people at scale. LLM-driven chatbots also offer the
potential to be effective at eliciting disclosure about broader aspects
of personal health, which presents challenges in sensitive health
domains [4, 28].

The introduction of LLM-driven chatbots offers great potential
to enhance public health work and care, but experiences may be
uneven across stakeholders. For example, the adoption of new tech-
nology could add tasks to public health workers, despite it being
beneficial for care recipients [9, 25]. Conversely, although technol-
ogy could reduce the burdens of public health workers by automat-
ing the collection of personal health information from populations,
technology may not be as empathetic or unable to provide emo-
tional support to people going through difficult health experiences
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in the sameway direct communication with a humanwould [17, 18].
To holistically evaluate and audit LLM-driven systems in collab-
orative health contexts, it is crucial to gather perspectives from
different stakeholders. However, few studies have explored the use
of LLM-driven chatbots in population-level health interventions in
real-world settings, limiting an understanding of multi-stakeholder
perspectives around such systems in complex health contexts.

In this encore submission, we revisit and expand on our two stud-
ies on CareCall1, a commercial LLM-driven voice chatbot that aims
to support socially isolated individuals via check-up phone calls. In
Study 1 [9], we examined the benefits and challenges of leverag-
ing CareCall for public health intervention. Through focus group
observations and interviews with 34 people from three stakeholder
groups, including users, teleoperators, and developers, we found
that CareCall offered a holistic understanding of care recipients
while offloading the public health workload and helped mitigate
the loneliness that individuals were experiencing. However, our
findings highlight that traits of LLM-driven chatbots led to chal-
lenges in supporting public and personal health needs. In Study
2 [10], we investigated how the integration of long-term memory
(LTM) might impact user interactions with and perceptions of an
LLM-driven chatbot. Through the analysis of 1,252 call logs and
interviews with nine users, we found that LTM enhanced health dis-
closure and fostered positive perceptions of the chatbot by offering
familiarity. However, we also observed challenges in promoting self-
disclosure through LTM, particularly around addressing chronic
health conditions and privacy concerns.

Reflecting on the findings from the two studies, we suggest the
need to carefully balance users’ needs for topic diversity with public
health needs for targeted health data collection when designing
evaluation metrics for LLM-driven chatbots for public health moni-
toring. We also highlight the need for improved auditing processes
to clarify LLM-driven chatbots’ capabilities and limitations, en-
suring that these systems align with more ethically aligned and
responsive to different stakeholder needs. We further propose that
LTM’s ability to generate more thoughtful follow-up questions on
sensitive health topics should be carefully considered in the auditing
process. Lastly, we call for rigorous auditing of LTM, considering
the tensions between users’ privacy needs and public health moni-
toring goals.

1CareCall is a service provided by NAVER Cloud. See https://guide.ncloud-docs.com/
docs/en/clovacarecall-overview for more detail.
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2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Scaffolding Open-Ended Conversations with

Large Language Models
Recent LLMs have brought breakthroughs in chatbots, especially
those that perform open-ended conversations, thanks to their capa-
bilities in generating coherent and contextual responses through
in-context learning [2, 22]. LLM-driven chatbots receive the current
dialog history (i.e., list of messages exchanged between the user
and the agent) as model input and infer the agent’s following re-
sponse accordingly [22]. The in-context learning inherently covers
the multi-turn reasoning of the conversational context, generating
responses that are generally aware of and specific to the context.
Such an intuitive approach to scaffolding an open-ended chatbot
has motivated the development of LLM-driven chatbots both by
practitioners (e.g., ChatGPT [19], Bard [6], Pi [7]) and researchers
(e.g., [12, 23, 24, 32]).

Being in the early stage of real-world adoption and academic
research, however, designing LLM-driven chatbots involves signifi-
cant challenges. As LLMs generate the most probable output based
on a complex structure of neural networks (transformers [27]), it
is not explainable how an LLM ‘reads’ the model input written in
natural language [16]. Therefore, it is challenging for chatbots to an-
ticipate how an LLM would process the history of dialog and what
response it would generate. Since LLMs have learned a tremendous
amount of human-generated text, there is always a risk that the con-
versation flow might follow directions unintended or unaccounted
for by the chatbot designer [2]. One known method to steer the
conversations to converge towards desired scenarios is to put ideal
conversation examples in the model input together [2]. Although
such an in-context learning approach helps steer the model output,
it is still challenging to perfectly control the model to say or not to
say specific phrases [2, 29].

2.2 Augmenting Large Language Model-Driven
Chatbots with Long-Term Memory

Most exemplary LLM-driven chatbots, represented by ChatGPT [19]
and Bard [6], did not suppose repetitive interaction scenarios in
their early versions, resulting in each session not informing the
following ones because they were mainly designed for single-shot
tasks such as code generation and reasoning. Recently, OpenAI
started testing the ability for ChatGPT to automatically store in-
formation from conversations with individual users to enhance
future conversations, which is currently available to a select group
of users [20]. However, since the memory capability is in its early
stage, we lack an understanding of user perceptions and reactions
to this new feature.

Augmenting LLMs to “remember” past information—often re-
ferred to as “long-termmemory” [1, 31, 33–35]—presents significant
challenges for two main reasons. First, LLMs can receive input text
only within a limited context window (input size). Thus, it is not
feasible to include the entire conversation session history in the
model input for longer-term interactions. One common approach
is to include summarized information of the conversation history
instead of a raw knowledge base (e.g., [1, 14, 31]). Second, designing

how chatbots should refer to stored information back in conversa-
tion involves complex considerations. For example, Cox et al. [5]
found that the phrasing style of user messages in past conversa-
tions impacts the perceived intelligence of and engagement with
chatbots as well as privacy concerns around them, suggesting the
importance of careful LTM design. Motivated by the gap in under-
standing the utility of LTM in LLM-driven chatbots, we explore
the case of CareCall, a rare example of an LLM-driven chatbot that
automatically stores and updates key information from previous
conversations to support public health monitoring.

3 BACKGROUND: CLOVA CARECALL
3.1 Motivation and Deployment of CareCall
CareCall is an LLM-driven voice chatbot designed for socially iso-
lated individuals [3]. The chatbot calls the users weekly and engages
in an open-ended conversation for about 2 to 3 minutes to check
in with their health and overall wellbeing and provide emotional
support. First rolled out in a local municipality in South Korea in
November 2021 [3] and expanded to others over time, as of October
2022, CareCall serves around 6,000 individuals across different mu-
nicipalities in Korea, targeting middle-aged (40s to 60s) and older
adults (60s or older) living alone. The system aims to address the
rising number of lonely deaths among low-SES populations. Pub-
lic officers in most deployment areas monitored call recordings to
identify and act upon any signs of declining health or missed calls.

3.2 CareCall and Long-Term Memory
CareCall’s initial setup did not include LTM, operating from No-
vember 2021 to September 2022. Powered by an LLM called Hyper-
CLOVA [11] ( B○ in Figure 1a, CareCall feeds the current dialogue
history into the LLM ( B○ in Figure 1a) to generate a response ( C○
in Figure 1a) that naturally continues the conversation.

LTM was integrated into the existing deployments in September
2022 to improve its ability to offer familiarity with users. In this
version, a summarizer driven by an LLM ( F○ in Figure 1b; [1])
generates summaries relevant to the five LTM topics each call. The
memory management layer ( D○ in Figure 1b) stores and updates
the summary sentences upon each call (e.g., Removing the “Regular
visit to a clinic due to leg pain” status after a user reports that they
have completed the treatment). Unlike CareCall without LTM, the
stored information from previous sessions is included in the model
input ( E○ in Figure 1b), providing cues for the chatbot to refer to
(e.g., “How is your leg feeling?”).

CareCall’s LTM stores summarized information about five topics:
(1) Health (e.g., what health issues they have, what type of clinical
care they are seeking), (2) Meals (e.g., whether and why users are
having difficulty eating), (3) Sleep (e.g., what difficulty they are
experiencing related to sleep), (4) Pets (e.g., what kind of pets they
have, what they do with their pets), and (5) Visited Places (e.g., what
places users visit frequently). LTM remembers any noteworthy
information that comes up during conversations relevant to the five
LTM topics, including both positive and negative health experiences.
For example, when users mention that they have been seeing a
doctor for leg pain, CareCall would ask LTM-triggered questions in
later sessions, such as “You mentioned having knee joint issues last
time. Are you still seeing the doctor?”
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Figure 1: Architecture of the two different versions of CareCall chatbots, an open-ended dialogue system powered by an LLM
called HyperCLOVA [11]. See Jo et al. [10] for the full descriptions of the architecture.

4 REFLECTION ON TWO STUDIES
From the two studies, we learned that the evaluation of LLM-driven
systems for health contexts should be seen as a multi-dimensional
process, focusing on how these chatbots might meet the diverse
needs of various stakeholders. Based on the lessons learned across
the two studies, we highlight the importance of comprehensive
evaluation and auditing to address different stakeholders’ needs
around LLM-driven chatbots in public health contexts.

4.1 Tensions between Multi-Stakeholder Needs
in the Evaluation of LLM-Driven Chatbots

Across the two studies, we learned that the design of LLM-driven
chatbots, particularly long-term memory, significantly influenced
on user engagement and interactions with chatbots. In Study 1,
users found the chatbot impersonal or robotic when it could not
remember or follow up on users’ personal health history due to the
lack of long-term memory. On the other hand, in Study 2, users per-
ceived CareCall as personal and caring as LTM offered familiarity
with users, fostering positive reactions and eliciting greater health
disclosure. This contrast suggests the pivotal role of chatbots’ abil-
ity to demonstrate emotional support in shaping user experiences
with LLM-driven health chatbots.

Across the two studies, users highlighted how CareCall could
help mitigate their loneliness, particularly by supporting conver-
sations on diverse topics, including hobbies and interests. This
finding suggests that topic diversity could be one of the key aspects
in providing emotional support to individuals who have limited
conversation opportunities in their daily lives. Yet, overemphasis
on topic diversity could diverge from the primary goals of public
health authorities. Public health workers primarily focus on collect-
ing specific health-related data, which helps them figure out whom
they need to prioritize monitoring and sending support, given their
limited resources [9, 10]. Conversely, when developers focus on
supporting diverse topics in the design of LLM-driven chatbots,

there is a risk that the conversations may deviate significantly from
collecting data pertinent to the principal goals of public health
workers [10]. This dichotomy underscores the complexity of devel-
oping balanced evaluation methods that cater to both individual
users’ needs for conversations on diverse topics and the focused
informational needs of public health initiatives. In designing evalu-
ation metrics for complex public health contexts, it is important to
navigate this delicate balance between the personal needs for topic
diversity and public health needs for targeted health information.

4.2 Promoting Communication Transparency
Around LLM-driven Chatbots’ Capabilities
and Limitations through Auditing

In both studies, we found that some inherent traits of LLM-driven
chatbots, such as uncertainty in control, led to challenges in sup-
porting different stakeholders’ needs in public health interventions.
Expectationmanagement about open-domain, LLM-driven chatbots
can be challenging, particularly in public health settings. We posit
that interactions with LLM-driven chatbots performing open-ended
conversations are likely to lead various stakeholders in public health
interventions to assume that the chatbots can take on the maximal,
most flexible set of tasks. Users may assume that the chatbot is
a conduit for all things government-related–emergency services,
food services, public health care services, financial services, and
more. Government agencies can similarly assume that chatbots can
take on a whole suite of public health tasks based on the promise of
natural conversations. This mismatch of expectations can result in
both governments and users feeling let down when desired features
or support remains unmet.

Interestingly, we found that governments and users had some
informational needs that might be more effectively met by tradi-
tional task-oriented systems. For example, task-oriented chatbots
can more easily support asking specific health questions that fit
governments’ needs, such as whether or not a person is adhering
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to their medication. Task-oriented chatbots could also more reli-
ably respond to a user’s request to connect to emergency or social
services. In contrast, while open-ended chatbots faced challenges
in serving these needs, they demonstrated clear benefits in pro-
viding a holistic understanding of care recipients to facilitate care
and emotional support through open-ended conversations. This
suggests that, currently, the choice of model puts informational and
emotional support in tension with one another.

Enhancing the auditing process for LLM-driven health chatbots is
critical to ensure clear communication to all stakeholders regarding
these chatbots’ capabilities and limitations. Designing resources
that transparently communicate the capabilities and limitations
of open-domain and task-oriented chatbots could help different
stakeholders identify technology that best suits their needs. In
addition, engaging different stakeholders in the conversation prior
to the development or deployment of an LLM-driven chatbot for
public health could reveal potential conflicts and misconceptions,
allowing LLM-driven chatbots to be more responsive to different
stakeholder needs.

4.3 Enhancing Chatbots’ Sensitivity in Health
Domains Through Auditing

Our findings show that LTM significantly improved users’ impres-
sions of chatbots by offering familiarity. While those who used
CareCall without LTM expressed frustration when the agent was
unable to acknowledge their health history mentioned in previous
sessions, those who used CareCall with LTM found the chatbot
personal and emotionally supportive, frequently conveying excite-
ment and gratitude. Our findings demonstrate the potential of LTM
in mitigating the impersonal nature of technology by providing
empathetic interactions, which could have a significant impact on
how users engage with and perceive chatbots. Empathetic interac-
tions through LTM could be particularly beneficial for supporting
individuals who are going through difficult health experiences in
the context of public health monitoring.

However, careful considerations are needed when designing
LTM for complex health contexts. Through this study, we observed
some challenges in repeatedly following up on chronic health con-
ditions that are unlikely to improve (e.g., chronic pain, tooth loss),
leading users to perceive the chatbot as inattentive or inconsiderate.
However, this frequency might be necessary for public health work-
ers who are in charge of tracking the individuals’ health conditions
over time. Although remembering information about chronic health
conditions is valuable for public health monitoring, designers need
to carefully curate and audit LTM-triggered questions concerning
such issues. Our study highlights that how stored information in
LTM is referenced back to users is critical in the context of public
health monitoring, which requires sustained engagement from the
population to develop an understanding of their health and well-
being. In the auditing process, careful attention should be given to
the capability of LLM-driven chatbots to generate more thought-
ful follow-up questions on sensitive health topics. The auditing
should aim to strike a balance between providing empathetic inter-
actions for individuals and meeting public health workers’ needs
for tracking specific health conditions.

4.4 Balancing Public Health Utility and Privacy
Sensitivity in Memory through Auditing

While our study demonstrated that LTM can successfully encourage
engagement and disclosure from users, some users raised privacy
concerns as some LTM-triggered questions became overly specific
about sensitive health topics. Compared to personal health contexts,
users’ privacy concerns might be exacerbated in public health mon-
itoring as the collection of sensitive personal health information
is typically aimed at achieving public health goals rather than per-
sonal benefits. To address privacy concerns, past work has primarily
focused on providing users with better control over conversational
agents’ memory, such as whether and what data they want the
agents to store [13, 21, 26]. While these measures could help ad-
dress users’ privacy concerns, unlike in personal use scenarios, it
could be challenging to implement some of these measures in the
context of public health interventions. For example, giving users
the ability to keep chatbots from storing their past conversations
or to clear their history could lead to losing important health in-
formation, potentially affecting public health authorities’ ability
to provide necessary interventions. For instance, in our study con-
text, if CareCall users had serious health problems that warranted
clinical care but opted to delete their conversation history because
of their privacy concerns, public health authorities could miss an
opportunity to send emergency responders or formal caregivers
for support. This finding highlights the need for careful auditing of
LTM in LLM-driven chatbots, balancing users’ privacy needs and
public health monitoring goals.

Prior work on chatbots with memory showed how chatbots that
reference past conversations significantly impact users’ privacy per-
ceptions, suggesting that verbatim or paraphrased references can
raise privacy concerns, whereas non-explicit references do not [5].
In our study, although the users had consented that CareCall col-
lecting their health information for public health monitoring and
research before they started using the system, some still had pri-
vacy concerns as LTM-triggered exchanges made it more apparent
to the users that the chatbot was collecting their health informa-
tion through conversations. In traditional settings, a typical public
health worker might observe that a topic appears sensitive and
may drop the topic altogether or develop alternative ways of asking
related questions [8]; however, we suspect that chatbots lack such
foresight. More careful auditing is needed to ensure that public
health chatbots are using reference formats that can mitigate users’
privacy concerns about sensitive health topics.
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